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=========================================================== #
OWASP SAMM Activity Description #

=========================================================== #Link to
the stream that this activity belongs to stream: c7e4a43a7e66b4ea4ba7b9515c1acf7f #Link to

the practice level that this activity belongs to level: c3f791f017ec38ee4a55acfe149e3e36
#Unique identifier (GUID) used to refer to this activity. #Please generate another identifier

for your specific activity. id: 0ea34fb7358541dc8864c4da06ffd80b #The title of this activity
title: Create and deploy a password policy #Describe the benefit that is achieved by

implementing this activity benefit: The incident response team can provide immediate
security for employees that use an automated workflow to access sensitive information. #A

one sentence description of the activity shortDescription: Create an automated workflow that
generates a static password policy. #A multi-paragraph description of the activity

longDescription: | Create a workflow that regularly generates a static password policy and
reports its analysis. This workflow is to be deployed in each production and test system, and is

expected to work on every system. Also include a link to a documentation webpage that
describes the workflow. By quickly providing a well-informed incident response team with a
high level view on their environment, this workflow will allow them to quickly react to any

data leakage. #The output of this particular activity results: #The different metrics that can be
used to measure the success of the 3e33713323
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